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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eleventh Day: Saturday, December 16, 2017 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 102-29-22-15—28%W, 65%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Fear the Cowboy (9th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #6 Armchair Jockey (11th race)—15-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)LIGHTHOUSE SOUND: Like the Tapeta-to-turf angle; has won 24 races 
(#4)OUSBY: Graded stakes placed on turf in Hallandale Beach; 8-1 on M.L. 
(#7)IMPERIAL WARRIOR: Had to have needed last off lengthy rest; tighter 
(#1)MEGEVE: Marked class drop on the money; at best on GP turf course 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-7-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)TAJELIHA: Double-dip drop on point; route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt play  
(#6)OPTIMISTIC SHOT: Barn capable w/ first-timers, 2YOs; attracts Zayas 
(#4)GOLDA: Tough beat on debut, good fit for $12,500 tag; plenty of upside 
(#5)DIM SUM: Consistent, gap-free work tab; rider is a good judge of pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-4-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)LITTLE BALTAR: Wide trip hurt in last start; snug fit for a $16K tag   
(#8)LUCKY KITTEN: Benefitted from the time off; steps up, gets Castellano 
(#4)MODERN TALE: Re-claim just missed when last seen for $16K at GP 
(#1)WEEZA GONE GRAY: Speed, rail, Zayas but gets hooked; steps up X2 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-4-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)CANDY BLU:  Professional debut effort, will be tighter; blinkers “on” 
(#8)HONEY HEARTS: Form turned around on grass; Panici on the lawn 
(#12)CATHARSIS: Improved w/ hood, “bullet” in holster; 12-hole a concern 
(#10)NOTHINS FREE: Has never been in this cheap; second start off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-12-10 
 
 
RACE FIVE—The Rampart (G3) 
(#1)CURLIN’S APPROVAL: Won last 2 in South Florida with ease; loves GP   
(#6)NONNA MELA: Capable of a big effort fresh; 8-furlongs a shade too far? 
(#3)LEWIS BAY: Very consistent but hasn’t been seen since last November 
(#5)ALPINE SKY: Brutal trip in G2 affair at Churchill; second off the layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-3-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)NAVISTAR: $900K colt gets dream stalking trip; TAP white-hot at tilt   
(#10)LOCOMOTION: Broke slow from 11-hole on debut, rallied; improves 
(#5)PERSONAL TIME: Tackled talented Montauk on debut; “bullet” noted 
(#6)SHANGHAI SCHWARTZ: Gray exits a “live” heat; sharp 12-9 blowout 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-5-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—The Sugar Swirl (G3) 
(#1)DEAREST: Cuts back to 6F, sitting on a sharp work; won this last year  
(#5)TRUE ROMANCE: Very fast, Paco Lopez up; exits a pair of tough races 
(#2)MISS HOLLYWOOD: Turf-to-dirt angle suits; won 3-of-5 at Gulfstream 
(#7)PRETTY PERFECTION: Won her last two on dirt; vulnerable in stakes 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-2-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—The My Charmer (G3T) 
(#5)ON LEAVE: Always runs her race; drops off last start, second off shelf   
(#8)GIANNA’S DREAM: Won 8 of her last 14; has tactical foot, great claim 
(#9)DEFIANT HONOR: Toss effort in 1-turn Sands Point; won last two fresh 
(#7)STORMY VICTORIA(FR): She’s sitting on a big effort; distance x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-9-7 
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RACE NINE—The Harlan’s Holiday (G3) 
(#7)FEAR THE COWBOY: Aired in G3 in last GP start; love the rider change  
(#3)DESTIN: Liking the cutback to 8.5F trip; Pletcher, Johnny V. en fuego 
(#5)PAGE MCKENNEY: Hard-knocker; placed in 39-of-52 lifetime, won 20 
(#8)FLATLINED: Sitting on a pair of sharp works; has a dirt win—overlay?  
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-5-8 
 
 
RACE TEN—The Tropical Turf (G3T) 
(#4)ALL INCLUDED: Toss last 2 on “good” ground; honest pace sets up kick  
(#7)BLACKTYPE(FR): Has a reliable kick; won 2 of his last 3 with Rosario 
(#2)CAMELOT KITTEN: At best on BEL inner turf; hasn’t hit board in 2017 
(#6)WESTERN RESERVE: Fleet of foot but tractable; 2nd start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-2-6 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#6)ARMCHAIR JOCKEY: Love the 2-turn stretch-out, dirt-to-turf—overlay   
(#2)HYNDFORD: First-timer hails from hot barn; tries 8.5F, turf on debut 
(#10)TEJAS RANGER(IRE): Prefers “firm” ground; second off the sidelines  
(#11)DR. BOMBAY: “Bullet” moves around “dogs” at Palm Meadows; wide 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-10-11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


